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MEXICO, TUESDAY

NEW

EVENING, DECEMBER 5, 1905.

SANTA CLAUS HEADQUARTERS AT PRICE

THE PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE

37

NUMBER

& CO.,

NEW STORE.

RUSSIAN STRIKE SITUATION.
Sunday has consented to remain over
tion provided .especially that the reSEVERAL NOMINATIONS
commerce
gulation of "interstate
and will' conduct' a Special service in
should come within the sphere of the i Poland is Now Completely Free from the Army hall tonight. Major Morton Sent to the Senate Today by Presi' '.
is an excellent speaker, and his adGeneral Government. The arguments
Military Rule.
dent Roosevelt.
'
in favor of their taking thi3 stand
Warsaw, Dec. 5. The abolition of dress (on "The Master Hand") on
Washington,
5.' The
D.
C,
Dec.
Bat the minor State nf martial
were even then overwhelming.
Sunday night was a masterpiece.
President today sent the following
t
in view gazetted today, and Poland is now
they are far stronger
tonight will be "God's nominations
to
senate: . Secretaenormous
development of completely free from military rule.
First Command.'.' All are invited, and ry of State, Elihuthe
of the
Root,
of New York;
great business agencies, usually cor
The authorities have, prohibited the those who come, are assured a treat. Secretary of the Navy, Chas. Joseph
Experience has proposed meeting of striking post
porate in form.
While here the Major has looked Bonaparte, of Maryland.
A number
shown conclusively that it is useless and telegraph employees. Advices into property matters of the Army,
other nominations were sent In.
to try to get any adequate regulation from Sebastopol. say that the gov- and has consented to a change of lo- of
the- recess appointments
including
cation nearer to the business center, marie fiinfAall tlio ncvnatt
and supervision of these great car- ernment has ordered the
aHlnnmoH' lastarrangements
can
porations by State action. .Such reg- to be tried by court martial mutineers
be
and
if
in accormade, March. These included officers in the
ulation and supervision can only be dance with the procedure in war it is expected that this transfer of diplomatic
and consular service, trea
effectively exercised by a sovereign time. Information from Moscow savs property will take place immediately. sury officials,
postmasters,
with
jurisdiction
now
is coextensive
whose
owned will be sold at department officials, army andinterior
a committee of the Bourse is trying The lot
navy
corporations
the field of work of the
to arrange a settlement of the tele an advance, and another on Second, officers, and in fact every branch of
near Main, bought in Rlace of it.
that is. by the National Govern graph strike.
public service is represented.
ment. I believe that this regulation
Yesterday the last dollar on the the
The executive committee of the
paid,
Arwas
now
lot
is
and supervision can be obtained by railroad employees
it
and
the
union has telethe enactment of law by Congress. graphed to all the stations of Rus- my's property, and it is expected that CALIFORNIA WANTS THE
If this proves impossible, it will cer- sian railroads urging the men to be- the new building will be put up and
JAPANESE EXCLUDED.
tainly be necessary ultimately to con gin" a general strike at midnight, un- occupied before winter is over. A
Washington,
D. C, Dec.
5. The
upon
power
great
many
to
people
promised
such
have
California delegation in the senate
fer in fullest form
less the sentence of death passed by
pro
by
a
the National Government
court martial at Samara on Sodoloif, subscribe as soon as the building is and house held a meeting today and
per amendment of the Constitution engineer, and on other local leaders under construction, and Adjt. Wood- agreed on a bill for the exclusion
It would obviously be unwise to en of the railroad strike at Samara are ward will be pleased to accept any from the United States of Japanese
.
donation for the same.
and Koreans. The bill will be introdeavor to secure such an amendment reversed by that hour.
duced by Representative McKinley,
until it is certain that the result can
he newly elected ember. It is statnot be obtained under the Constitu
GRATITUDE
EXPRESSED.
CRAWFORD HANGED.
ed by members of the delegation that
tion as it now is. The law of the Con
gress and of the several States hith Sheriff Collapsed and Was Unable to An Acknowledgment of the Great As- there are 60,000 Japanese in California, and nearly 100,000 in the United
erto, as passed upon by tne couns
Pull the Drop.
sistance Rendered by Hon. C.
in showing
States.
have resulted more oftenpower
L. Ballard and Herbert
River,
Elk
Minn.,
5. C. D.
Dec.
in the Crawford, who was convicted of
o
that the States have no
Hagerman.
J.
the
Gov
matter than that the National
D.
ON
GEORGE
LDRIDGE
murder of Heine Lunden in a box From Carisbad Argus.
ernment has power; so that there at car
THE
WITNESS
STAND.
on
near
20,
Nov.
was
here
1904,
A letter received in Carlsbad this
present exists a very unfortunate con hanged today. Sheriff Ward, of Elk
New York, Dec. 5. George D.
dition of things, under which these River, collapsed and was unable to week from Hon. A. A. Freeman, who
vice president of the Mutual
great corporations doing an interstate pull the drop. Sheriff Bernick. of St. is still in Washington looking after Reserve. Life Insurance Co.; testified
business occupy the position of sub Cloud then pulled the drop and Craw- the interests of Eddy county, but liefore the insurance investigating
who is expected to return the last committee today that the Mutual Rejects without a sovereign, neither any ford was
hanged. Thirty persons wit of
the week, has the following com- serve paid $15,000 to a Mr. McDonState government nor the National
hanging,
rep
no
nessed
one
the
but
Government having effective control resented Crawford, not even his at ment upon the efforts of two citizens ald, of Philadelphia, in 1S99, to
over them. Our steady aim should torney. This, it is claimed by some. of our northern city, who went to avoid a suit by policy holders to oust
Washington to 'do what hey could to Frederick A. Burnham from the presbe by legislation cautiously and
was a violation of the law.
help the Carlsbad project to a suc- idency of the company.
undertaken, but resolutely
'
cessful issue. The Judge writes:
in. to assert the sovereigntyo
"Our people will owe an incalcula
PRESIDENT MUTUAL LIFE.
of the National Government by afirSTATION ROOF COLLAPSED.
ble debt of gratitude to Charlie Bal
mative action.
Charlif-camHagerman.
and
lard"
Bert
kept
to
be
A.
Charles
Peabody
Selected by the
The first consideration
of Workmen and Trains
with us, as you know, and pro- A Number
Directors.
in mind is that the power should be
Caught in the Wreckage.
very
interus
a
pleasant
for
cured
to
given
New York. Dec. 5. The Herald to
affirmative and should be
London, Dec. 5. The south end of
President. We
some administrative body created by day says: "Charles A. Peabody has view with inthebeing
the immense roof spanning he Char-:n- g
see
to
able
the
the Coneress. If given to the present been selected as the next president
main line station here sudin the presence of the Sec- denlyCross
collapsed
Interstate Commerce Commission or of the Mutual Life Insurance Co. Un President
this afternoon and
of
retary
Interior,
of the
and both
prepared by the
to a recognized rnterstate Commerce less the program
completely
traffic. A number
blocked
ap
gave
t:s assurances of their
Commission, such commission should trustees yesterday is changed, Pea them
of workmen and trains were caught
Mr.
Upon
our
preciation
of
situation.
will
body
"meeting
be
at
elected
uneauivocally
the
administrative
he made
the wreckage. The great girders
arrival he at once enter- in
Frederick Hagerman's
I do not believe in the Government of the board
snapped with a tremendous report,
secre
with
the
into
consultation
ed
Cromwell,
now
acting
president,
will
interfering with private business
and
Mr. Hitchcock, and huge pieces of iron roof
be made vice president, and Emory tary of the interior,
more than is necessary. 1 do not
fell on the trains beneath,
timbers
great
us
of
to
been
service
and
has
actuary,
in the Government undertak McClintock, the company's
down with them the men
bringing ns even more fully to the carrying
ing any work which can with proprie-r second vice president. Peabody is 'n
who were working on the roof. The
officer.."
of
that
retention
well known in this city as a banker
ty be left in private hands. But
of the Avenue Theatre adjoining
Other citizens of Roswell have been roof station
A large
do I believe in the Government and railroad man:
also collapsed.
the
Valgreat
to
lower
of
assistance
the
O
flinching from overseeing any work
number of workmen were taken to
may
ley
need,
rest
of
in
hour
and
its
hospital, but apparently
whea it becomes evident that aDuses BANNERMAN TO FORM. A
assured of the great appreciation of an adjoining
NEW BRITISH CABINET. their
no passengers were on the cars.
ire sure to obtain therein unless
efforts.
there is, governmental supervision. It .London, Dec. 5. Sir Henry Camp
Some of the cars were smashed to
o
the bell Bannerman saw King Edward at
's not mv Drovince to indicate
kindling wood. About thirty injured
should
Buckingham pa'ace this morning and
exact terms of the law which
Don't forget the Western Gro- persons have already been taken to
be enacted: but I call the attention accepted the task of forming a new cery Co.
hospital. One of them died imThey carry a com' the
mediately, and others are in a crlti
of the Congress to certain existing cabinet.
conditions with which it is desirable
plete line of staple and fancy can condition. There are a number of
to deal. In my judgment the most TURKEY WILL YIELD TO
dead in the ruins.
DEMAND OF POWERS. groceries at the lowest prices.
Important provision which such law
All novelties
Constantinople, Dec. 5. The coun All fresh goods.
hould contain is that conrernng up
Rev. C. E. Lukens went to the Bar-on some competent administrative cil of ministers has agreed to yield in season.
ranch last night to officiate at the
365t
upon
to
power
decide,
the
powers
to
body the
the demand of the
in prinWright-Coolewedding today.
wnetnisciple, but the Sultan has not yet
case beina: brought before it,
railSTUDIO.
by
WALTON'S
a
er a given rate prescribed
sued his approval of the action. It
road is reasonable and just, and if it seems that the war minister refuses
All sittings made from now until
U. S. WEATHER BUREAU.
unto sign the ministerial note on the the 16th of December will positively
is found to be unreasonable and
(Local Report.)
just, then, after full investigation of subject, and the Sultan is said to be
Xmas. All cards and
Roswell. N. M., Dec. 5. Temperathe complaint, to prescribe the limit awaiting unanimity on the part of be finished for very
3 ttf ture.
latest.
Max., 54; min., 19; mean, 36.
sanctioning mountings the
of rate beyond which it shall not be the ministers before
lawful to go the maximum reason- their action.
00; wind W., velociPrecipitation,
MONEY, MONEY, MONEY!
able rate, as it is commonly called
3 miles; weather clear.
ty
go
within
effect
ARMY
to
HALL
MAIN
NEAR
into
STREET
this decision
That's what I can save you on R.
Forecast, Roswell and Vicinity:
a reasonable time and to obtain from
R.
tickets north and east. (At)
by
review
to
Salvationists Will Probably Sell Their
Fair tonight and Wednesday; stathence onward, subject
36t3
INGERSOLL'S BOOK STORE tionary temperature.
Lot and Get One Nearer the
he courts. It sometimes happens at
present, not that a rate is too high
Center of Town.
M. WRIGHT,
The best place in town to buy shoes
Maj. Morton,' of Los Angeles, who
but that a 'favored shipper is given
Official In Charge.
too low a rate. In such case the Com led the Salvation Army meetings on is at F. J. Peeler's Shoe Store. 3Gt3
mission, would have the right to fix
this already established minimum
rate as the maximum; and it would
need only one or two such decisions
by the Commission to cure railroad
companies of the practice of giving
improper minimum rates. I call your
attention, to the fact that my proposal is not to give the Commission pow
er to initiate or originate rates gener
ally, but to regulate a rate already
fixed or originated by the roads, upon complaint and after investigation.
A heavy penalty should be exacted
from any corporation which fails to
.. . .
Vjt.ZT . : J.
respect and order of the Commission.
AN. A.
'W
I regard this power to establish a
to
maximum rate as being essential
any scheme of real reform in the mat
ter of railway regulation. The first
necessity is to secure it; and unless
it is granted to the Commission there
is littlle use of touching the subject
I
t all.
O
I
"Illegal transactions often occur un
der the forms of law: It has often
occurred that a shipper has been told
bya traffic officer to buy a large
quantity of some commodity and then
after it has been bought an open reduction Is made in the rate to take
-- a
1
?.
'JjJJJ'i
"i 5 i 1
I1"
effect immediately, the arrangement
f TTHMUbi
nil I
i 1
resulting to the profit of the one ship
per and the one railroad and to the
damage of- all the competitors; for
it must not be forgotten that the big
shippers are at least as much to
blame as any railroad in the matter
of rebates. The "law should make it
E
.
!
W tJ w
if
clear so that- nobody can. fail to understand that any kind of commission paid on freight shipments, wheth
er in this form or in the form of fic-- (
Continued Page 2, Col. 2.)
1

to-da- y,

Read Today in Both Houses of Congress.Legislation.

on Rate

-

Prohibit

Would

Stands Pat
Campaign

Recommends Joint

Contributions by Corporations.

Statehood, and the Abolition of Gambling.

De

mands ilonesty and Business Methods in Various
s

Departments.

His-subjec-

-

-

.

-

-

v

.

"I RECOMMEND THAT INDIAN TERRITORY AND OKLAHOTHERE IS NO OBLIGATION UPON
US TO TREAT TERRITORIAL SUBDIVISIONS,
MA BE ADMITTED AS ONE STATE.

WHICH ARE MATTERS OF CONVENIENCE ONLY, AS BINDING. US ON THE QUESTION OF ADMISSION TO STATEHOOD.
NOTHING HAS TAKEN UP MORE TIME IN CONGRESS DURING THE PAST FEW YEARS THAN
THE QUESTION AS TO
THE STATEHOOD TO BE GRANTED TO THE FOUR TERRITORIES ABOVE MENTIONED, AND' AFTER CAREFUL CONSIDERATION OF ALL THAT HAS BEEN DEVELOPED IN THE DISCUSSIONS OF THE QUESTION I RECOMMEND THAT THEY
BE IMMEDIATELY ADMITTED AS TWO STATES. THERE IS
NO JUSTIFICATION FOR FURTHER DELAY; AND THE ADVISABILITY OF MAKING THE FOUR TERRITORIES INTO TWO
STATES HAS BEEN CLEARLY ESTABLISHED.
"IN SOME OF THE TERRITORIES THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLIES ISSUE LICENSES FOR GAMBLING.
THE CONPRACTICE,
THE
GRESS SHOULD BY LAW FORBID
THIS
OF WHICH ARE OBVIOUS AT A
RESULTS
HARMFUL
GLANCE.

Washington, D. C. Dec. 5. President Rooseveit was notified at eleven
o'clock today by a joint commission,
consisting" of Senators Allison and ,
Morgan and representatives McClea-fy.Littauer and Williams, that congress had assembled and organized
and was ready to receive any message he might desire to deliver to
it. Th5 President expressed gratification at the convening of congress,
and requested the committee to present his compliments to the two
branches and to say that he would
communicate with them at once In
writing.
' The
President's message was read
soon after the convening of the senate. There was an exceptionally
large attendance of senators, and the
most of them followed closely the
reading of the message by Secretary
Bennett and his assistants.
The reading of ths President's mes
sage in the House; began at 1:25.
Printed copies- of the message were
at once distributed to members, and
the reading was followed with attentive interest.
Representative Hepburn, of Iowa,
will at the conclusion of reading the
President's message: ask unanimous
consent of the House for consideration of the emergency Panama Canal
appropriation tomorrow.
This program has been agreed upon by the
Republican leaders.'
;
-

t

i

-

President's Message. In Part.
To the Senate and House of Representatives: ,
The people of this country continue to enjoy great prosperity. Undoubtedly there' will be ebb and flow
In such prosperity,! and this ebb and
s
flow will

be-fel-

more

t

or-les-

by all

of the community, both by
th deserving and1 the undeserving.
Against, the wrath of the Lord the
wisdom of man can not avail; in
times of flood or ;drought human ingenuity can but partially repair the
disaster. A general failure of crops
would hurt all of; us. Again, if the
folly of man maws the general
then thos5 who are innocent
of the folly will tiave to pay part of
those who
the penalty incurred bypanic
brought
are guilty of folly. A
on by the speculative folly of part of
would hurt
the business community
community.
But
the whole business
such stoppage (Of welfare, though it
might be severe, would not be lasting. In the long run the one vital
factdr In the permanent prosperity
of the country is the high individual
character of the average American
worker, the average American citizen, no matter ; whether his work be
mental or manual, whether he be farm
er or
buiness man or
professional man.
In our Industrial and social system
the Interests of; all men are bo closely intertwined jthat In the Immense
majority, of cases a straightdealing
man who by 'his efficiency, by his in
genuity and Industry, benefits himself
must also benefit others, wormauy
the man of gre.t productive capacity
who becomes rich by guiding the labor of many other men does so by en
abllng them to produce more than
they could produce without his guidance; and both; he and they share the
benefit, which comes also to the public at large. The superficial fact that
never blind, ua to the underlying fact
members

well-bein-

wage-worke- r,

-

1

g,

terblind us to the underlying fact
that there is this sharing, and that the
benefit comes in some degree to each
man concerned. Normally the
the man of small means, and
the average consumer, as well as the
average producer, are all alike helped
by making conditions such that the
man of exceptional business ability
receives an exceptional reward for
his ability. Something can be done
by legislation to help the general pros
perity; but no such help of a permanently beneficial character can be giv
en to the less able and less fortunate
save as the results of a policy which
shall inure to the advantage of all industrious and efficient people
who
act decently; and this is only another way of saying than any benefit
which comes to the less able and less
fortunate must of necessity come even more to the more abie and more
fortunate. If, therefore, the less fortunate man is moved by envy of his
more fortunate brother to strike the
conditions under which they have
both, though unequally, prospered, the
result will assuredly be that while
damage may come to the one struck
at, it will visit with an even heavier
load the one who strikes the blow.
Taken as a whole we must al! go up
or down together.
Corporations.
Yet, while not merely admitting,
upon this, it is also true
that where there is no governmental
restraint or supervision some of the
exceptional men use their energies
not in ways that are for the common
good, but in ways which tell against
The fortunes
this common good.
amassed through corporate organization are now so large, and vest such
power in those that wield them, as to
make it a matter of necessity to give
to the soverign that is, to the Government, which represents the people
as a whole some effective power of
supervision over their corporate use.
In order to insure a healthy social
and industrial life, every big corporation should be held responsible by,
and be accountable- - to, some sovereign strong enough to control its conto cor
duct. I am in no sense-host- ile
porations. This is an age of combinations, and any effort to prevent all
combination will be not only useless,
but in the end vicious, because of the
contempt for law which the failure
to enforce law inevitably produces.
We should, moreover, recognize
in
cordial and ample fashion the immense good effected by corporate
agencies in a country such as ours,
and the wealth of Intellect,, energy,

wage-worke- r,

e,

-

fare-full-

y

per-serve- ii

werf-fortunat-

De-lie-

nei-he-

.!

.

y

...... ...........

n

if

.TS

'

-

--

I

and fidelity devoted to their service,
and therefore normally to the service
of the public, by their officers and directors. The corporation has come to
stay, just as the trade union has come
to stay. Each can do and has done
great good. Each should be favored
so long as it does good. But each
should be sharply checked where it
acts against law and justice.
So long as the finances of the Nation are kept upon an honest basis
no other question of internal economy
Whole Da. mm Family Show, changwith which the Congress has power
to deal begins to approach in impor- es program dally expect Damm Famitance the matter, of endeavoring to ly moving pictures strictly moral enCarnival grounds. 37tf
secure proper Industrial conditions tertainment.
.'
o
under which the individuals and especially the great corporations doNotice to real estate dealers: I
ing an Interstate business are to act. hereby withdraw all my real estate
35U
The makers of our National Constitu from Bale. J. A. Ryan.
-

"

fl

-

"

'

'

a

-

'

ii
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lapse of a reasonable time, goes Into ployees aright that there should be
full effect. Subject to review by the afl effective employers' liability act,
I
Ml
Or THAT LOCKED
IIP
courts.
or an effective system of factory laws
Sl'MIBf.
"All private-ca- r
lines, Industrial to prevent the abuse of women and
refrigerator
roads,
charges, and the children. All such legislation frees
A swell line of the very newest cut. Small piece? a speciallike should be expressly put under the the corporation that wishes to do
GREEN RIVER, THE
WHISKEY
ty. See our window.
supervision of the Interstate Com- well from being driven into doing ill
merce Commission or some similar In order to compete with it which pre
body so far as rates," and agreements fers to do 111. We desire to set up a
&
WITHOUT
A
HEADACHE
practically affecting rates, are con- moral standard. There can be no delu
THE DRUG AND BOOK SELLERS.
cerned. The private-ca- r
owners and sion more fatal to the Nation than the
Now and for eight years continaoasly, the official whiskev of the U. 8.
the owners of industrial railroads are delusion that the standard of, profits,
Navy Hospitals. I also carry a foil line of California Wines and Fruit
entitled to a fair and reasonable com- of business prosperity is sufficient in
on their Investment, but judging any business or political ques
pensation
guarantee yon the parest and best that money can buy.
Brandies.
ago
necessary
to neither private cars nor Industrial tion-irp- m
"centuries
It was
rate legislation to municipal
ROSYELL DAILY RECORD safeguard
the accused" in criminal railroads nor spur tracks should be government. Business success,
wheth
DEMOCRATIC IN POLITICS.
trials but now it has become more utilized as devices for securing pre- er for the individual or for the Nation
necessary to safeguard the state ferential rates. A rebate in icing is a good thing only so far as it is
BT THB RECORD PULISHING CO. from ' the criminals who make the charges, or in mileage, or in a divi- accompanied by and develops a high
sion, of the rate for refrigerating standard of conduct honor, integriHORSE SHOE SALOON.
Ge. A. Puckett, Managing Editor. laws for the benefit of the" trusts. '
charges is just as pernicious as a re- ty, civic courage. The kind of busibate in any other way. No lower rate ness prosperity that blunts the standKatered May 19. 1903, at Roswell,
should apply on goods imported than ard of honor, that puts an inordinate
as
Roosevelt
Inasmuch
President
Nw Mexico, under the Act of CXn-sr- s selected Herbert J. Hagerman for actually obtains on domestic goods value on mere wealth, that makes a
from the American seaboard to des- man
and conscienceless in
of March 3. 1879.
governor of New Mexico, it is fair to tination except in cases where water trade ruthless
and weak and cowardly in citicompetition,
controlling
is the
zenship, Is not a good thing at all,
assume that the Pecos Valley man
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
There' should be publicity of but ' a very bad thing for the Nation.
had as much Influence in securing a
$ .15 recommendation of the President that the accounts of common carriers; no This Government
stands for manDaily, per Week
in interstate hood first and for business only as an
60 gambling be prohibited in the Terri- common carrier engaged
HEADQUARTERS FOR
Daily, Par Month,
business should keep any books or
of manhood.
50 tory as the President had In shaping memoranda other than those reported adjunct question
Paid In Advance,
"The
of transportation lies
3.00 the views of the new governor on pursuant to law or regulation, and at' the root of all industrial success,
Dally, Six Months,
Wall Paper, all 1905 Stock,
these books or memoranda should be and the revolution in transportation
5.00 the statehood question.
Daily, One Year,
open
inspection
Governof
to
the
the
which has taken place during the last
(Daily, Except Sunday)
Buggy Paints, any color,
ment. Only in. this way can viola- half century has been the most impor
President Roosevelt selected for tions or evasions of the law be sure- tant factor in the growth of the new
Glass, cut to any size,
governor a man from the first large ly deteced. A system of examination industrial conditions.
MEMBER ASSOCIATED PRESS.
Most emphatrailroad accounts should be pro- ically we do not wish to see the man
city of New Mexico to prohibit gam- of
vided similar to that now conducted of great talents refused the reward
Floorlac, a Perfect Floor Finish,
THE RECORD IS THE OFFICIAL bling a man whose father was large into the national banks by the bank for his talents. Still less do we wish
s
railroad to see him penalized; but we do dePAPER OF THE COUNTY OF ly responsible for the general move- examiners; a few
Lacqoeret. makes yonr old furniture look like new, Paint BiUHhes
if they had proper direc- sire to see the system of railroad
Roof Brashes, Dry Colors, Oil, Lead and Turpentine, Sherwin-WilliamCHAVES AND THE CITY OF ment against gambling in the Terri- accountants,
proper
inspect
authority
to
transportation so handled that the
Ready Mixed Paints, Varnish of all kind. Special Interior Colors-tory. The President now asks con- tion and
ROSWELL.
papers,
accomplish
books
strong man shall be given no advanwall finish, Varnish, Stain, Mureseo, for
wall finish ; a full line of
gress to prohibit 'the licensing of much inandpreventing could
willful violations tage
Floor Paints, inside and.out, also Hickory, Oak, Poplnr and
weak man. We wish to
Cypress
gambling in all the territories and of the law. It would not be necessary insureoveras the
treatment for the
All advertisements to insure inser- Roswell and Artesia are farther in for them to examine into the ac- small town fair
as for the big cities; for
counts of any railroad unless for good the small shipper as for the big ship-oetion In the ume day'e Issue of The the lead than ever.
reasons they were directed to do so
In the old days the highway of
Racard should be in the printers'
by the Interstate Commerce Commis- commerce, whether by water or by a
hands before eleven o'clock .In the
The 'President demands economy sion. It is greatly to be desired that
on land, was open to all; it bemorning. Orders for taking out any in public expenditures, the abolish- some way might be found by which road
longed to the public and the traffic
agreement
standing ad. should aTso be in the
transportation
as to
along it was free. .At present the rail
ment of useless offices and the intro- an
by eleven o'clock to prevent its duction, of business methods into the within a State intended to operate as way is this highway, and we must do
a fraud upon the Federal interstate our best to see that it is kept open to
THF OLDEST FURNITURE
being run that day.
various departments of government. commerce laws should be brought un ill on
equal terms. Unlike the old
HOUSE IN THE VALLEY.
Just what New Mexico is promised der the jurisdiction of the Federal highway it Is a very difficult and com
At present it occurs that ilex thing to manage, and it isfar
The new bank at Dayton has open under the new governor and joint authorities.
shipments
large
of interstate traffic better that it should be managed by
'
offices
of
New
statehood.
Half the
ed for business.
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the Territorial government.
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ably in this country entail far reach"I urge upon the Congress the need ing disaster, that I wish to see such
Read the President's message care
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of providing for expeditious action by supervision and regulation of them
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we will soon have a joint the Interstate Commerce Commission in the interest of the public as will
is
It
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statehood governor, but it is hoped he in all these Tnatters, whether In regn make it evident that there is no need
will exercise his opinion in the mat lating rates for transporation or for for public ownership.
general public. Every considerable
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labor difficulty in which interstate
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The when approached.
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SupplementROSWELL DAILY RECORD
ROSWELL, OJEW MEXICO, TUESDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 5, 1905.
Still No News From Russia.
London, (3:52 p. m.) Dec. 4. No
dispatches from St. Petersburg or
elsewhere in Russia, with the exception of a brief message from Warsaw, arrived hi London today.
o
"Bob Ingersoll" Dead.
"Bob," the pet wildcat of Robert
Ingersoll, of this city, died at five
o'clock Sunday night of derangement
of stomach. There will be no funeral, as the hide of the deceased will
be stuffed in loving memory of the
instinct that once inhabited it.

Major Percy Morton, of the SalvaPure home rendered lard at 12
cents per pound at Sacramento Mar- tion Army, with headquarters at Loa
ket, one-hablock west of postoffice. Angeles, arrived from El Paso Sat31tf. urday night, via the automobile route
Phone 425.
from Torrance and will be here till
Mrs. James Miller and daughter ar- Wednesday holding meetings with
rived SatuYday from i Barstow, Tex., the local post and conferring with
FOR SALE.
for a visit of two or three weeks Adjutant Woodward.
FOR SALE:
Milk cow, 1302 North
'
with friends here.
Mo.
32t3
J. Q. Bryan, S, W. Hollow, J. C.
- Two room
FOR
RENT.
412
spechouse,
restaurant
a
The Elite
make
Trout, R. E. Brennon and wife and
N. Penn.
35t6
ialty to catering to banquets and sister-in-laW. S. Davisson, Frank
Spring wagon, a barfamily spreads. Open day and night Anderson, J. N. Fritz and wife and FOR SALE.
gain. Inquire C. U. Donnell, at Post
110 North Main street.
32tf. Mrs. N. J. Fritz, of Hagerman; J.
office.
37t3
T. W. Hamer, W. M. Form FOOR SALE.
Cheap, good pony
E. G. Hancher, of the Pecos Val- R. Caffall,
George Allen, M. C. Singleton,
and buggy. Will sell separately. 700
ley Immigration Company, left Sun- wait,
'
Jerry Cazier and O. L. Bowman, of
North Union.
36t2
Deen Sell Livery.
Stockard
day for Kansas City to come down
Dexter;
Doud
Patrick,
of
Artesia;
FOR SALE:
The City Livery Stable has beea with this weeks excursion.
Elderly lady's ticket
Jack O'Neal, of Orchard Park; Fathsold by Stockard & Deen to C. J.
to Kansas City, Mo., $5.00 apply at
Hall,
C.
Portales,
E.
of
returned er Juvenal, of Carlsbad; Mrs. M. O.
Franks and Will Fife, commonly
Record Office.
30tf
known as Will Minter. The consider- to his home Sunday after spending Becker and daughter, Allene, and FOR SALE.
large
A
quantity of
J.. E. Cady, of Lake Arthur; and
steve wood. Will deliver any amation of the sale is private. The sale a day here and a few days at the Mrs.
many
came
Monday
others
in
mornmeeting
Aretsia.
you
at
teachers'
ount
want.
P. V. Trading Co.,
was made the first and the new proing from towns down the Valley on
603 N. Pecos, next door to Launprietors have just assumed control.
Stockmen: Let us talk to you re- short business visits.
dry.
37tf !
The new owners assume all indebt- garding the merits of Redwood Tanks
FOR SALE.
160 acres of deeded
edness and collect all bills of the old and Troughs. There are none better.
land, Zy2 miles from Dexter. $600
Notice for Publication. '
firm. Mr. Stockard will devote
his KEMP LUMBER CO., East Fourth In
worth of improvements, in artesian
the
District
Court,
County,
Chaves
time to the management of the Ros- Street.
belt. A bargain. Address "K," RecNew Mexico.
well Automobile Company and Mr.
office.
ord
Benjamin
36t6
F.
Daniel,
Mrs. Jack Shultz left Sunday for
Doen will do nothing for the presPlaintiff,
Colo.,
Delta,
join
where she will
her
ent. The new owners are old stable
FOR RENT.
v.
No. 518.
mea and no doubt will make a suc- mother. Mr. Shultz will follow her
FOR RENT.
Three nicely furnished
cess of the livery business.
in a few days and they will live at Lea Cattle Company,
v
rooms, 501 N. Richardson ave. 23tf
Harry Wildy Lea,
Delta.
Ella Lea Bedell,
FOR RENT:
Brick store room .on
Wagons on Auto Track.
Grosvenor
special
agent
Clarkson,
S.
Robert
Goss,
Main
and
Address
Street.
P. O. Box. 212,
Manager J. W. Stockard. of the
of the Government, left Sunday morn Julia S. Goss,
Roswell.
26tf.
reCompany,
Automobile
Fesweli
for Denver and other points in
Defendants.
FOR
cottage,
Bungalow
RENT.
ports that some persons have been ing
PnlnrflfTn -I i dvnaMc
- .1 .
. . .
.
i rj iv i
1 l,,,.,t
Defendants Robert S. Goss and JuHI
first house due east of Military
nary 1.
lia F. Goss are hereby notified that
school. Has bath, water closet, op-the auto route, thereby doing much
fire place, etc. Saml. Atkinson.
Judge G. A. Richardson returned suit has been filed and commenced
damage to same. It does not look
against
them
in
the
Court
"District
19tf.
evening
Denver
from
Sat'irdas'
where
people
reasonable
would run
that
vehicles on the track he went to prepare the evidence and in and for the County of Chaves, Ter
their
ritory of New Mexico, by plaintiff,
WANTED.
lhat was constructed at considerable documents in the famous
Benjamin F. Daniel, in which plaintiff WANTED.
water suit.
Immediately, lady canexpense for the use of the autos.
prays for the establishment of his
vasser for the city. Apply "R," RecFuthermore. in doing this, they are
you
Girls, if
want red lips, laughing
ord office.
35tf
actually trespassing, and are liable eyes, sweet breath and good looks, estate against the adverse claims of WANTED.
rent
To
furnisha
well
;
defendants
and
of
them
each
that
to prosecution. Manager
Stockard "se Hollister's Rocky Mountain Tea.
ed rooming and lodging house in
beautifier
known. 35 defendants and each of them be barhopes that the driving public will The greatest
some good town in the Pecos Valcents. Tea or Tablets. Roswell Drug red and forever estopped from havley. If suited, will take same for a
consider the question before they and Jewelry Co.
ing or claiming any right or title adyear. W. H. Bennett, Roswell Hoagain drive oj the tracks.
35t3
tel.
E. J. Bates returned Sunday night verse to plaintiff in or to the SW
31,"
of
NW',4
Tp.
Sec.
of
10
S.
of
Puerto,
from
where he had been for
LOST.
E. A. Calioon left Sunday for Donsix weeks looking after cattle inter- Range 24 E. of the New Mexico priner on a business trip.
package
LOST.
containing
Small
ests. He reports cattle and farming cipal meridian; and that plaintiff's
two
Kindly
rings.
at Record
leave
C. L. Higday left Sunday for Wieh- - conditions there to be most favorable title to the same be forever quieted
office.
36t2
Ha, on land and immigration busi-- i
set at rest, and that by proper
, ...
cunsupauon, dyspep- and
unmeet-noil- ,
LOST.
process
Pair
rimless
ness.
put
be
he
lawful
in
and
sia, kidney and liver disorders, and
spectacles. Finder please return to
Mrs. Will Gossett went to Carlsbad all stomach troubles positively cured peaceable possession of said propRecord office and receive reward.
-erty.
,
..
iwnnici.n
5.1,1" ' ""'"f
...,.l O
Tea ..5 cents Tea or Tablets. Ros- 36t2
alleges
Plaintiff
by
tax
that
deed
Mr. Gossett.
well Drug and Jewelry Co.
in due form, executed December 24,
Mrs. Thomas Booth returned" to 1902, by Mark Howell, treasurer and
T. A. Carson went to Carlsbad last
Dr. T. E. Presley, specialist, eye,
night to visit a few days with his her home in Amarillo Sunday after
collector of Chaves County, ear, nose and throat, will give one
many friends.
SIlendjng a few (lays nere with her New Mexico, plaintiff became the
2 to 3 p. m. Tuesday and
Mr., and Mrs. W. Gamill went to husband, who is an officer of the owner of said property in fee simple. hour, from
Friday of each week for charity work.
Carlsbad last night for a visit of three Pecos Valley & Northeastern Rail-o- r
The defendants are hereby notified Anyone who is not
to pay a fee
four days.
inaj, in me cunsi. ruction utparuiiein. that unless they, said Robert S. Goss call at his office at able
that hour and reK. 3. Woodruff, sheriff of Chaves
White Pine finish and common and Julia F. Goss, enter their appear- ceive free treatment.
tf&s.
county, leu Sunday morning on a
White
Pine Boards. We have them. ance in said court on or before the
business trip to points north.
28th day of December, A. D. 1905,
Notice.
When you want a pleasant lavative They appeal strongly to carpenters judgment will be asked and entered
undersigned
The
will tender his
KEMP LUMBER against them by default, and upon
take Chamberlain's Stomach and Liv and
resignation as executor of the will of
er Tablets. For sale by all druggists, j CO., East Fourth Street.
evidence for plaintiff.
the estate of L. D. Danenberg, deceas(SEAL)
C. M. BIRD,
Mrs. L. O Kiasner, of Lincoln coun
Prof, and Mrs. Powell, Prof. Roged, to
Judge of Chaves
ty, came in Saturday and went from ers and Misses Page, Barrett, James. Clerk of the District Court in and for county, the Probate
Territory
New Mexico. Afof
Chaves County, New Mexico.
here to Carlsbad for a visit with her Greenlee and Peterson returned Sunter three weeks notice hereof that ha
WOOD,
GATE
&
DENT,
DUNN
husband.
day morning from the teachers' meet
Roswell, Chaves County, New Mex- is not in default in any matter conMr. and Mrs. Avery Turner came ing at Artesia. Prof, and Mrs. Pow- ico, Attorneys for Plaintiff.
nected with the duties of his trust.
in Sunday morning from the south in ell had also visited at Lakewood.
Witness my hand at Roswell, New
o
Mexico, November 20, 1005.
their private car and remained till
From now on I will run a meat marHondo Hay.
Monday looking after business and ket in connection with my groceries.
J. W. STOCKARD.
Either baled or loose, sold at ranch Tue.3t.
visiting with freinds. Mrs. Turner is Phone 220 for your wants. Prompt de- or delivered in town. Also some first
accompanied
by her friend, Mrs. livery, reasonable cash prices. E. B. class cane.
2Seod9t.
Park & Morrison's grab sale closes
Knowlton, of Colorado Springs.
Stone, cor. 5th and Mo. ave.
25tf
LEONARD & SON.
Saturday night. Hurry, Hurry: :i;Tf
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of the great transporta- tory of Hawaii on traditional Amerisuch wrongdoer shallll be relentless- of the aee-'t-s
ly hunted down; in no instance In tion conuanies. These agents are can lines. That Territory has serious
the past has he been spared: in no distributed throughout Eurone, and commercial and industrial problems
instance in the future shall he be hy the offer of all kinds of induce- - o reckon with; but no measure of
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'it would now be "completely jano, to
RJcan treasury,- - ti elections : in There has Seen no "corresponding ia
' 1'
;:. ,
ojtvetun, would not meet any of the j holders in part b
.. . a cure. The prime i'orto-Rlcshould tabfe -- place vry creasa
facilities for doing thework
day,
.
Indeed
3
of
public."
and
land, la part by
nee'
need is
keep out all immigrants four years, and the legislature should affordedof to
Department having
probably
by
this
time have .aii:: suU."'7ision of large private noiumgs who will not make good American meet In session every twt years. The charge of our"the
woud
foreign relations. , 7
into complete oblivion. It is vseful hefoi a they can get water from Gov citizens. The laws now existing for present form of government In Porto t." Neither at home
nor abroad J Is.
at home, and' is meeting with recogni- ern r ent irrigation works. The law the exclusion of undesirable immi Rico, which
for the appoint there a sufficient working
tion abroad because we' have adip'.cu r::...:res that no right to the use of grants should be strengthened. Ade ment by theprovides
.
- force to do
t
President of th& memluuBiuesa propeny. in many- res
lng a series of years together, equal our application of it to meet the grow water, for land in private ownership quate means should be adopted, en bers of the executive council or up- 1.13
pects tne. system, which was adequate
the expenditures or else the revenues ing and'' changing needs of the Hernis shall be sold for a tract exceeding forced by sufficient penalties, to com per house of the legislature, has to the work of twenty-Jive
even ten
owner, pel steamship companies engaged in proved satisfactory and has inspired yeats ago, is- - inadequate or
must be increased. Last year there phere. When we- announce a policy. 160 acres to any one land
now, and
expendiwe
Doctrine,
as
Monroe
our
the
such
was a deficit.
Unless
This provision has excited active and the passenger business to observe in confidence in property owners and in should' he changed.
Our. consular
tures can be kept within the revenues thereby commit ourselves to the con powerful hostility, but the success of good faith the law which forbids vestors. I do not deem It advisable force ' shoulld J)e classified,
ap--'
sequences
policy,
readand those the law Itself depends on the wise them to encourage or solicit immi at the present, time to change this pointments should be made to and sev
of the
then our revenue laws must.be
tha
atconsequences
yet
too
early to
from time to time alter. and firm enforcement of it. We can gration to the United States.
justed. It is as
form in any material feature. The eral classes, with authority to the
tempt to outline what shape such a It is out of the question to claim
not afford to substitute tenants for
problems and needs, of the island are Executive to assign the members of.
In dealing with this question it
readjustment should take, for it is as right and yet shirk the responsibility freeholders on the public domain
unwise to depart from the old Amer industrial and commercial
rather each class to duty at such posts- as
yet too early to say whether there for its exercise. Not only we, but all
The greater part of the remaining ican tradition and to discriminate for than political.
as the interests, of the service
will be need for it. It should be con- American Republics who are benefit public, lands can not be irrigated or against any man who desires to
require, instead of tV.
Insular Affairs in General.
appointsidered whether it is not desirable ed by the existence of the. Doctrine. They are at present and will proba come here and become a citizen, save
I wish to call the attention of the ments - beinsr made an ' at" nresnnt
obligations
recognize
must
provide
the
each
should
the
tariff laws
bly always be of greater value for on the ground of
that
man's fitnes Congress to one question which ef- to specified posts.; There should be
foreign grazing than for any other purpose for citizenship. It that
for applying as against or in favor of nation is under as regards
is our right and iects our insular possessions gener an adequate inspection service,
so
any other nation maximum and mini- peoples no less than its duty to insist This fact has led to the grazm duty to consider his moral and social ally; namely, the need of an increas that the Department may "be able to
mum tariff rates established by the upon its own rights.
homesteads of 640 acres in Nebras- quality. His standard of living should ed liberality in the treatment of the inform itself how the business of each
Congress, so as to secure a certain
That our rights and Interests are ka and to the proposed extension of be. such that he will not, by pressure whole franchise question in these is- consulate is being-doneinstead of
reciprocity of treatment between oth 'deeply concerned in the maintenance it to other states. It is argued that of competition, lower the standard of lanas. in. tne proper aesire to pre- "depending upon casual private Infor- er nations and ourselves. Having in of 'the Doctrine is so clear as hardly a family can not be supported on living of our own
;
rumor. The fee system
for vent the islands being exploited by mation'-oview even larger considerations of to need argument. This is especial 160 acres of arid grazing land. This it must ever be a prime object of speculators and to have them deve should, be entirely abolished, and a
policy than those of purely economic ly true in view of the construction of is obviously true: but neither can our legislation to keep high their lop in the interest of their own peo
nature, it would, in my judgment, be the Panama Canal. As a mere mat a family be supported on 640 acres standard of living. If the man who ple an error has been made in refus officers who now eke out their
we must exercise of much of the land to which it is seeks to come here is from the moral ing to grant sufficiently liberal terms
well to endeavor to bring about clos ter of
by means "of fees.
er commercial connections with the a close watch over the approaches to proposed to apply the grazing home and social standpoint of such a char to induce the investment of American
THEODORE ROOSEVELT.
other peoples of this continent. I am this canal; and this means that we stead. To establish universally any acter as to bid fair to add value to capital in the Philippines and- in Por
The White House, Dec. 5, 1905:
happy to be able to announce to you must be thoroughly alive to our inter such arbitrary limit would be unwise the community he should be heartily to Rico. Elsewhere in this Message I
that Russia now treats us on the most ests in the Carribean Sea.
at the present time.. It would proba - welcomed. We can not afford to pay have spoken strongly against the
Marriage License Issued.
favored- - nation basis.
Naturalization Laws.
bly result on the one hand in r.e- heed to whether he is of one creed jealousy of mere- wealth, and espec
County Recorder F. P. Gayle has is
Economy in Expenditures.
During the past year evidence has larging the holdings of some of the or another, of one nation
or another ially of corporate wealth as such sued marriage
license as follows:
I earnestly recommend to the Con- accumulated to confirm the expres great land owners, and on the other We can not afford to consider wheth But
is particularly regrettable to
George C. Hinson, aged 34, and Au
gress the need of economy and to sions contained in my last, two an in needless suffering and failure on er he is Catholic or Protestant, Jew allow itany such jealously to be deve gusta
B. Steadman, 22.
this end a rigid scrutiny of appropria nual messages as to the importance the part of a very considerable pro or Gentile; whether he is English loped when we- are dealing either
Pedrasa, 24 and Paula
Estanislado
legislation
portion of the bona fide settlers who man or Irishman, Frenchman or Ger with our insular or with foreign af- Hernandez 22.
tions. As examples merely, I call of revising by appropriate
.
your attention to one or two specific our system of naturalizing aliens.
give faith to the implied assurance man, Japanese, Italian, Scandinavian .fairs. The big corporation has ac
' E. Wootson, 21 and Clara
Joseph
offices appointed last March a commission of the Government that such an area Slav or Magyar. What we should hieved its present position . in the
matters.
All unnecessary
16.
should be abcllsic 1. The Commis to make a careful examination of is sufficient. The best use of the pub riesire to find out is the individual business world simply because it is Lamascus,
S. Wright,5 foreman of the
sioner of the General Land Office rec- our naturalization laws, and to sug lie grazing lands requires the care- quality of the individual man. In my the most effective instrument in BarWalter
V ranch, and Laura Belle Cooley,
ommends the abolishment of the of- gest appropriate measures to avoid ful examination and classification of Vidgment, with this end in view, we business competition. In foreign af daughter
of the manager of the same
fice of receiver of public moneys for the notorious abuses resulting from these lands in order to give each set shall have to prepare through our fairs we can not afford to put our ranch, both
from Glenr.
United States land offices. This will the improvident or unlawful grant- tier land enough to support his fam- own agent
far more rigid inspec people at a disadvantage with their
quarter
of
citizenship.
ing
commission
a
of
saving
of
This
about
a
effect
ily and no more.While this work is tion in the countries from which the competitors by in any way discriminVery Important Notice.
a million dollars a year. As the bu composed of an officer of the De- being done, and until the lands are immigrants come. It will be a great ating against the efficiency of our
N. M., Nov. 11, 1905. .
Roswell.
grows
partment
Department
inevi
State,
of
of
the
it is
siness of the Nation
settled, the Government should take deal better to have fewer immigrants business organizations. In the same
We ths undersigned, doing business
table that there should be from time of Justice, and of the Department of control of, the open range, ifhder reas but all of the right kind, than a great way we can not afford to allow our
to time a legitimate increase In the Commerce and Labor, has discharg onable regulations suited to local number of immigrants, many of insular possessions to' lag behind in in the city of Roswell, as retail butch-- "
any ers, paying a city license and comply
number of officials, and this fact ren- ed the duty imposed upon it, and needs, following the general policy al vho are necessarily of the wrong industrial development
from
ders it all the more important that has submitted a report, which will reidy in successful operation on the kind. As far as possible we wish to twisted jealousy of business success ing with the Territorial laws, hereby
when offices become unnecessary they be transmitted to the Congress for forest reserves. It is probable that limit the immigration to this country It is, of course, a mere truism to say
should be abolished. In the public its consideration, and I hope, for its the present grazing value of the open to persons who propose to become that the business interests of the is givs notice to all persons engaging In
printing also a large saving of public favorable action.
public range is scarcely more than citizens of this country, and we can lands will only be developed if it be- or who are aboujt to engage In the bumoney can be made. There is a con
Criminal Laws.
what it once was or what it might well afford to insist upon adequate comes the financial interest ,of some siness of peddling meats within the
stantly growing tendency to publish
In my last Message I asked the at easily be again under careful regula scrutiny of the character of those body xo develop them. Yet this de city of Roswell, that unless they take
'
masses of unimportant information. tention of Congress to the urgent tion.
who are thus proposed for future velopment is one of the things most out a territorial license to
peddle
It is probably not unfair to say that need of action to make our criminal
The forest policy of the Adminis citizenship. There should be an in earnestly to be wished for in the inpay
many tens of thousands of volumes law more effective; and I
as a
a
meat
city
also
and
license
laws
terest
We
of
stringency
of
themselves.
the
the
islands
enjoy
appears
rease
in
to
the
unbro
the
tration
request that you pay heed to ken
are published at which no human be
great to keep out insane, idiotic, epileptic have been paying all possible heed to pwddler, ws will see that they , are
people.
supnort
The
of
the
ing ever looks and for which there is hhe report of the Attorney-Generinter prosecuted for failure to comply with
users of timber are themselves for and pauper immigrants. But this is the political and educational
on this subject. Centuries ago it was warding the movement for
no real demand whatever.
by no. means enough. Not merely the ests of the islands, but, important the laws of the Territory,
forest
and the,, or- Yet, in speaking of economy, I especially needful to throw every preservation. All organized
opposi anarchist, but every man of anarch though these objects are. it is not
must in no wise be understood as safeguard round the accused. The tion to the forest reserves in the istic tendencies, all violent and dis less important that we should favor dinances of the city of Roswell .,. in"'
"
advocating the false economy which danger then was lest he should be West has disappeared. Since the con orderly people, all people of bad char their'-- industrial development.
The such cases.
231mo.
is in the end the worst extravagance. wronged by the state. The danger is solidatinn of all Government forest acter. the incompetent, the lazy, the Government can in certain ways help
& Jackson. v
Townsend
To cut down on the Navy, for instance now exactly the reverse. Our laws work in the National Forest Service vicious, the physically .unfit, defec- this directly, as by building
good
Armstrong & Pierc.
would be a crime against the Nation. and customs tell immensely in favor there has been a rapid and notable tive, or degenerate should be kept roads; but the fundamental and vital
'"'" '
on
Albert Lee.
To fail to push forward all work
of the criminal and against the in gam m the userumess or tne iorest out. The stocks out of which Amerimust be given through the de
yr. Rankim.
the Panama Canal would be as great terests of the public he has wronged. reserves to the people and in public an citizenship is to be built should velopment of the industries of the is
F.
rules anpreciation of their value. The na be strong and healthy, sound in body, ands, and a most efficient menas to
a folly.
Some antiquated and worn-ou- t
which once safeguarded the threaten tional parks within or adjacent to mind, and character. If it be object this end is to encourage big Ameri
Business Methods in Departments
Cemetery Association Bazaar.
agents can corporations to start industries
At various times I have instituted ed rights of private citizens, now forest reserves should be transferred ed that the Government
The annual bazaar of the Ladles'
investigations into the organization merely work harm to the general to the charge of the Forest Service would not always select well, the an n them and this means to make it
of the business of the body politic. The criminal law of the also.
and cod-- et
swer is that they would certainly se- advantageous for them to do so. To Cemetery Association will b held oa.
Executive Department. While none United States stands in urgent need
lect better than do the agents and ;mit the ownership of mining claims December 14, in a building on Main
Pensions.
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of these inquiries have yet. progressed of revision. The criminal process of
It. is a matter of unmixed satisfac brokers of foreign steamship wnat.-eve- r as has been done in the Philippines
your rontribution ready.
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Something New.
sion that the organization of the De- of the criminal laws, no less than of a greater
Alaska.
The agricultural conditions of the
'pon us than any oth
partment is often faulty in principle the civil, now amount to a very great r class ofclaim
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more strongly than
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enforce
islands
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first
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citizens.
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and wasteful in results, while many evil.
in favor of re- en an elective Delegate. Some person
all among our people, honor is ever the argument
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of their business methods are anti- Breaches of Trust in Public Service. of
on the products or should be chosen who can speak with
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quated and ineffcient. There is every
There seems to be no statute of ..Seven years ago my lamented pre the Philippine Islands entering the authority of the needs of the TerriPork Shoulders, 31b for 25c:
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reason why our executive governmen the United States which provides for decessor,
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Government
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United
States.
President Mcrviniey, staiea mend that the tariff now imposed by the construction of a railroad from 425. ALBERT
LEE, Prop.
tal machinery should be at least as the punishment of a United States that the time
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of
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ient as the best machinery of the ernment who corruptly agrees to Confederate d?ad. the
Islands be entirely er, in American territory. In my last
I
recommend that of the Philippine
CHAS. J. WEBERG
exeat business organizations, whifh wrongfully do or wrongfully refrain
except
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tariff on sugar two Messages I advocated certain ad
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Congress take action towards this
Experienced
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blacksmith, has open
at nresent is not the case. To make from doing any act when the consid- the
be
of
Alaska.
behalf
ditional
action
tariff
that
that
tobacco,
and
and
and eration for such corrupt agreement end. The first need is to take charge educed to 25 per cent of the present hall not now repeat those recommen ed a blacksmith shop at 209 W. 4th
it so is a task of complex detail
dead
essentially executive ia its nature; is other than one possessing money of the graves of the Confederate
rates under the Dingley Act; that af- lations, but I shall lay all; my stress St., and will do all
of repairing,
Northern orisons.
probably no legislative body, no mat- value. This ought to be remedied by who disd in Immigration.
ter July 1, 1909, the tariff upon tobar - ipon the one recommendation of giv- - buggies, wagons, etc.kinds
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work guar
under appropriate legislation. Legislation
to
Philone
some
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to
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ter how wise and able, could
produced
in
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The nuesticn of immigration is of opine Islands be entirely removed. neak for it. I should prefer that the anteed.
81tl2.
take It with reasonable prospect of should also be enacted to cover, exand bevond vital interest to this country. In the ind that free trade between the is- delegate be elective, but if this is not
success. I recommend that the Con- plicitly, unequivocally
gress consider this subject with a question, breach of trust in the shape year endiug June 30, 1005, there came lands and the United States in the deemed wise then make him appoin- Notice, Givers to Bazaar.
view to provide by legislation for the of prematurely divulging official se- to the United States 1.026,000 alien products of each country then be ive. At any rate, give Alaska some
Although
there will be no supper in
consolidation,
in
words,
immigrants.
the
employee
In
other
of
or
by
an officer
crets
person whose business it shall be to
transfer, distribution,
provided for by law.
authority
on her behalf connection with the Ladies' Cemetery
and assignment of duties and execu- the United States, and to provide a single yeir that has just elapsed
speak
Hawaii.
with
tive" organizations or parts of organi- suitable penalty therefor. Such officer there came to this country a greater
In mv judgment immediate steps to the Congress. The natural re- Association Bazaar, on Dec. 14, dona
here ho'iid
cr employee owes the duty to number of people than came 'sixty-ninzations, and for the changes in busibe taken for the fortification sources of Alaska are great. Some of tions of gifts for the booths are ex
one
hundred and
ness methods, within or between the the United States to guard carefully during the
he chief needs of the peculiarly en pected and should be left at the store
Hawaii. This is the most importof
years of our colonial life which ant point in the Pacific to fortify in ergetic,
and typicallv
several Departments., that will best and not to divulge or in any manner
80tf.
promote the economy, efficiency, and use. prematurely, information which ntervened between the first landing order to conserve the interests ot American white population of Alaska of J. B. Dilley & Son.
high character of the Government is accessible to the officer or em- at Jamestown and the Declaration of this country. It. would be hard to ov- were set forth in my last Message.
ployee by reason of his official posi- Independence. It is clearly shown in erstate the importance of this need.
GO HOME.
work.
also earnestly ask your' attention
tion. Most breaches of public trust he renort of the Commissioner-Genera- l
Federal Elections.
Hawaii is too heavily taxed. Laws to the needs. of the Alaskan Indians. and see the old folks. Cheap R. R.
of Immigration that while much hould be enacted setting aside for a All Indians who
competent
In political campaigns are already covered by the law, asd
are
f this enormous immigration is un period of, say, twenty years 75 per hould receive the full rights of Am tickets to all points north and east at
In a country as large and populous as this one should be. It is impossible,
con
a
natural,
used,
doubtedly
healthy
INGERSOLL'S BOOK STORE
is
care
and
should
no' matter how much
purs it is inevitable that there
cent of the internal revenue and cus erican citizenship. It is, for instance. S6t3
appoint- siderable proportion is undesirable toms receipts from Hawaii as a spec- gross and indefensible .wrong to
be much expense of an entirely legiti- to prevent the occasional
decent- r0!son or another; more al fund to be expended in the Is deny to such
mate kind. This, of course, means ment to the public service of r man from
Your money's worth and a chance
some of who when tempted proves unfaith- over, a considerable proportion of it. lands for educational and public build iving Indians as the Metlakahtlas
that many contributions, andmade,
and ful; but every means should be pro- nrobablv a very large proportion, in ings, and for harbor improvements the right to obtain licenses as cap- on a gold watch and diamond ring
them of large size, must be
as a matter of fact, in anv big politi- vided to detect and every effort made cluding most of the undesirable class and military and naval defenses. It tains, pilots, and engineers, the right at Park & Morrison's grab sale, only
36tf
cal contest such contributions are al- o punish the wrongdoer. So far as does not come here of its own ini Can not be too otten repeated tnas o enter mining claims, and to profit his week. Fifty cents a grab.
ways made on both sides. It is en- in my power lies each and every tiative, but because of the activity our aim must be to develop the Terri by the homestead law. These parti- tirely proper both to give and receive such wrongdoer shallll be relentless of the aerents of the great transporta- torv of Hawaii on traditional Ameri
ular Indians are civilized,; and are
This is the last week of the grab
them, unless there is an improper ly hunted down; in. no instance in tion companies. These agents are can lines. That Territory has serious competent and entitled to be put on sale at Park & Morrison's. You'll
Europe,
and
throughout
no
distributed
motive connected with either gift or the past has he been spared: in
commercial and industrial problems the same basis with the w.hit.e men
36tf
have to hurry.
i
reception. If they are extorted by instance in the future shall he be by the offer of all kinds of induce- o reckon with; but no measure of round about them.
many
any kind of pressure or promise, ex- spared. His crime is a crime against ments they wheedle and cajole
Admission to Statehood.
elief can be considered which looks
I
press implied, direct or indirect, in "very honest; man in the Nation, for immigrants, often agai"t their best to legislation admitting Chinese and
A nice pair of shoes is an appro
recommend that Indian Territory
the way of favor or immunity, then it is a crime against the whole body interest, to come here. The most ser- restricting them by statute to field nd Oklahoma be admitted as one- priate and acceptable Christmas pre
the giving or receiving becomes not politic. Yet in dwelling on such mis- ious obstacle we have to encounter labor and domestic service. The sta- State and that New Mexico' and Ari- sent. Get them at Peeler's Sho
only Improper but criminal. It will deeds. It is unjust not to add that in the effort to secure a proper reg- tus of servility can never again be ona be admitted as one Stalte. There
36t3
undoubtedly be difficult as a matter they are altogether exceptional, and ulation of the immigration to- these tolerated on American soil. We can s no obligation upon us to treat terri Store.
of practical detail to shape an act that on the whole the employees of shores arises from the determined op not concede that the proper solution torial subdivisions, which art matters
which shall guard with reasonable the Government render upright and position of the foreign steamship of its problems is special legislation of convenience only, as bind ng us on
faithful service to the people..
certainty against such misconduct
lines who have no interest whatever admitting to Hawaii a class or laoor-r- s the question of admission to state- Public-Lan- d
Laws.
"if It is possible to secure by law
denied admission to the other cod. Nothing has taken tip more
in the matter save to increase the
Once asrain I call your attention to returns on the'r capital by carrying States and Territories. There are ob- - ime in the congress during the past
the full and verified publication in
laws. masses of immigrants hither in the tacles, in the way of building up a few years than the question! as to the
detail of all the-- sums contribute! to the condition of the public-lanrepresentative American community statehood to be oranted trt the four
and expended by the candidates or Recent developments have given new steerage quarters of their ships.
As I said in my last Message to in the Hawaiian Islands; but it is Territories above mentioned, and
committees of any political parties urgency to the need for such changes
too not in the American character to
careful consideration of all that
the result can not but be wholesome. is will fit these laws to actual pres- the Congress", we can not have sort,
give up in the face of difficulty. Many has been developed in the discusAll contributions by corporations to ent conditions. The honest disposal much immigration of the right
any political committee or for any and right use of the remaining pub-'i-c nd we should have none whatever an American uommonweaun nas sions of the question I recommend
political purpose should be forbidden
lands is of fundamental impor- of the wrong sort. Of course it is heen built up against odds equal to hat they" be immediately admitted
by desirable that even the right kind of those that now confront Hawaii.
s two States. There is no justificaby law; directors should not be per- tance. The iniquitous methods
d
effort to tion for further delay; and the advisNo merely
mitted to use stockholder's money which. the monopolizing of tiie pub- immigration should be properly disfor such purposes; and, mbreover, a lic lands is being brought about un- tributed in this country. We need meet its problems as other American ability of making the four Territorie-int- o
for the communities have met theirs can be
two States has been clearly esprohibition of this kind would be, as der the present laws are becoming more of .such immigration
of more generally known, but the ex- South: and special effort should be accepted as final. Hawaii shall never tablished.
far as it went, an effective method
In some of the Territories the legis
stopping the evils aimed at In corrupt isting lawsdo not furnish effective made to secure it. Perhaps it would become' a Territory In which a gov
practices acts. Not only should both remedies. The recommendations of he possible to limit the numebr of erning class of rich planters exists lative assemblies issue .licenses for
any by means of coolie labor. Even if ambling. The Congress should fcr-"ithe National and the several State the Public Lands Commission upon immigrants allowed to come in norlegislatures forbid any officer of a cor this subject are wise and should be one year to New York and other
this practice, the harmful results
he rate of growth or the "territory
j
poratlon from using the money of the given effect.
thern cities, w,hile leaving unlimited s thereby rendered slower, the grow of which are obvious at a glance.
to
by
come
the th must only take place
the ad
The creation of small Irrigated the number allowed to
The Department of State
corporation In" or about any election,
I recommend more adequate promission of immigrants fit in the end
but they should also forbid such use farms under the Reclamation Act is South; always provided, however,
This is what we are doing to gain.
n
a powerful offset to the tendency of that a stricter effort is made to see to assume the duties and burdens of vision than has been made heretofore
of money In connection with any
save by the employment of certain other laws to foster or per- that only immigrants of the right nil American citizenship. Our aim or the work of the Department of your confidence, towehold it and to In-- ;
make the stor
counsel In public, manner for distinct- mit monopoly of the land. Under that Vind come to our country anywhere. must be to develop the Territory otf "tate. Within a few years there has crease it. First,
the best in our power. Sec
act the construction of great irriga: Tn actual practice it has proved so the same "Easis of stable 'Citizenship een a very great increase in the service
ly legal services.
amount and importance of the work to ond, we use every safeguard to In- Monroe Doctrine.
tion works has been proceeding rap difficult to enforce the immigration as exists on this continent.
'
resuccessfully,
the
Rico.
lands
Porto
frontier
of
instrube done by that Department; both Jn sure the highest quality of the goods
idly
long
effective
most
thestretches
laws
One of
and
where
I earnestly advocate the adoption Washington and abroad.
This has we sell.' Third, we make very sure
ments for peace is the Monroe Doc- claimed are eagerly taken up, and marked by an imaginary line alone
that the prices are as low or lower
trine as it has been ami Is being grad the prospect that the policy of na- intervene between us and our neigh- of legislation, which will explicitly been caused by the great increase of than
goods of equal merit are sold
ually developed by this Nation and tional Irrigation will accomplish all bors that I recommend that no immi- confer American citizenship on all our foreign trade, the increase of
accepted by other nations." No other that was expected of it is bright. grants be allowed to come in from citizen of Porto Rico. There is in wealth among our people, which en- for elsewhere.
For example: Try our Line of Club"
policy co"M hare been as efficient The act should be extended to in- Canada and Mexico, save natives of my judgment, no excuse for failure ables them to travel more generally
rn. promoting peace ra the Western clude the State of Texas.
the two countries themselves. As to do this. The harbor of San Juan than heretofore, the increase of Am- House Canned Goods..
' Hemisphere and giving to each nation
The Reclamation Act derives much much as possible should be done to should be dredged and Improved. The erican capital which is seeking invest
uwra the expenses of the Federal court of Por- ment In foreign countries, and the
thereon the chance to develop alone of Its value from the fact that it distribute the immigrants
them away from the to Rico should be met from the Fed- growth of our power and weignt in
Its own lines. If we had refused to- tends to secure the greatest possi- land and keep
Phono iU
districts eral Treasury, and not from the Por-- the councils of the civilized world. Cor. 4th and Main.
apply th Doctrine to changing con- ble number of homes on the land, congested tenement-hous- e
grave- reason. It is not poss
ble to lay down any general rule by
which to determine the" moment
when the reasons for will outweigh
the reasons against such a change.
But in time of peace
the revenue must on the average, tak
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rThe Best Millinery
High
i

Dr. - Charles P. Beeson has opened
an office over George Zink'8 jewelry
store, la the Bixby building, after an
absence of several months at his father's home in Ohio. His card appears in today's Record.
Many children inherit constitutions
weak and feeble, others due to childhood trobles. Hellister's Rocky Mountain Tea will, positively cure children
and make them strong. 35 cents, Tea
or Tablets. Roswell Drug and Jew-

.

News Yet I

Art Millinery at 12 Price.

elry Co.

Our exquisite pattern hats that have been the admiration of all. the
handsomest and most elegant in the city ARE CUT IN HALF. Surely
this is a saving opportunity of dollars.

Albert White and mother, of Hag- erman; J. c. Elliott and S. P. Henry,
of Artesia; W. F. Brown, J. R. Tha-maF. H. Sunderman, W. L. Hike-maN. J. Winchell and C. A. Ash-toof Dexter, were here from down
the Valley today, looking after

n,

5

n,

Big Hog

hog-killin-

$25.00 $20.00 $18.00 $15.00 $12.50 $10.00 $8.00 $6.00 $5.00

i

Children's Hats

$6.25

at 25c,

$5.00

$4.00

$3.00

$5.50

Money to Loan.

were 75c and $1.00

i

Don't Fail To See It.

it

If your purchase
does not please in
every way we will
return your money.

Morrison Bros.

i
4t
12

3

JF
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LOCAL NEWS,
U B. RASHBAUn, Eye, Ear,
Nose and Throat. 219 Main St.
DR.

Phone No. 409.

--"

J. D.
today.

came in from Weed

Bunti--

.

Wilson went to Lakewood
night.
last
J. B. Herbst returned this morning
A. C.

from Dexter.
P. W. Dent returned this morning
.

-

from a trip to Artesia. .
The Smoke House is the public
' club
35tf
house of Roswell.
Other people have good shoes, but
36t3
Peeler's shoes are better.
J. M. Nelson, the architect, return
this morning from a trip to Arte
fi
:
sia.
'" Mrs. Robert Bond and' children re
turned last night from a trip up the
road.-

-

;

F. Li. Torrance and wife of Pauls
Valley, I. T., came in this morning to
locate near Roswell.
If you are tired, drop in at the
Smoke House and take a rocker. Ev35tf
erybody is welcome.
Buy your wall paper, glass, bug
gy paint and floor finish at the Pe
cos Valley Lumber Co.
73tf
Miss Ethel Brown returned from
her home at Hagerman this morning.
She attends school here.
Have you been in the
Smoke
House? Call and see it. Highly respectable and comfortable.
35tf
G. B. Kelley returned this morning
from a business trip of several days
to Pecos and Barstow Texas.
When you want wood delivered to
you promptly, call at 603 N. Pecos,
or phone 412. P. V. Trading Co.
37tf.
Anyone hunting or trespassing on
the Slaughter ranch will be prosecuted. J. A. Williams, foreman. Utf

-

I

H. S. Simmonds and wife arrived
last night from Newport,1 "Ark., for
an extended visit. Mr. Simmonds is

sheriff

at Newport.

Holiday stock arriving dtily.

36-t- f
See our window display .
INGERSOLL'S BOOK STORE

If there are any mistakes in .mail
distribution on City Route No. 1,
they are excusable, for a fine big boy
has arrived at the home of the carrier, Calvin Donnell.
Mother and
babe are doing well.

When you see Ingersoll think
of books. When you think of
books, see Ingersoll.
36tf
Mrs. J. W. Gist, - who came in a
week ago from Cannon, Va., left this
morning for Hernandez Lake, near
Elida, where she will spend a week
with her sister, Mrs. Mundy, at Mun-dy'- s

ranch.
Mrs. James Gall and
daughter,
Mrs. Jane Ferguson, of Evanston,
Park & Morrison's grab sale clos- Ind., passed through last- night on
way
to Dexter where they will
es Saturday night with a drawing for their
a gold watch and diamond ring. 36tf spend the winter. Mrs. Ferguson formerly lived in Roswell.
Something new and educational every day in the Whole Damm Family
show. Carnival grounds, strictly mor-

vi
vi

Christmas

&
vi
vi
vi
vi

Planning

Or

Here

Of.
vi

and
the

vi

iJ;
ikf

it'

to

vi
vl

il

fc
vi

i

vi
4

&

while
variety is

mow,

vi

ft

choice and the U
11
lines unbroken
Vi

ft

A few suggestions

vi

HAVILAISD DINNER SETS,

MAJESTIC RANGES,
BUCK'S HOT BLAST HEATERS.

i
vi
vi
vi

Any of the above will last a lifetime and be a joy forever,
while the investment will be as profit able as any you vi
ever made. Every article in our house is made for use, vi
vi
and is the best that can be bought.

-

vi

m

ROSWELL

StedJn

Laundry

New

Under

Management

All work firstclasa satisfaction guaranteed.
Domestic Finish if desired.
Special ratei for family laundry.
Men's clothes mended and
buttons sewed on frc of charge.
A.

J.

iteman,

Reference

Proprietor

1st National Bank

Pecos Valley Wool House
Dealers in Sheep Wool, Pelts
Hides, Goat .Skins, Htc.
Roswell, N.
205 S. Main

J. Odd Hamilton, I). D
L. J. Johnson,

NT.

S.
D. D.

S.

Hamilton & Johnson
DENGISTS
room
Texas Block,
and
Office In

2

8,

They will probably return in a couple of weeks. They are from Lamar,
Mo., and are in the valley for an extended visit, possibly to locate.

37tf

al.

If you want a nice pair of shoes
Easy chairs, papers and other ac- that will stand wear, go to F. J.
commodations free at the Smoke Peeler's Shoe Store. Prices the low35tf.
House.
36t3
est.
L. J. Johnson returned this mora
evnew
Something
and
ines from a professional trip down ery day in the Whole educational
Damm Family
the Valley.
show.
Carnival grounds, strictly
37tf
Christmas i coming. Get your wife moral.
1
"Photographs Alive" in the whole '
a nice pair of shoes at F. J. Peeler's
'
' Shoe Store.
Family"
show.
Carnival
"Damm
36t3
iff-grounds. For ladies, gents and childI
D. W. Scott returned this mornin? ren. strictly moral.
37tf.
from a business visit of several days
The Woman's Club will meet Wed
, In Lakewood.
nesday, Dec. 6, at St. Andrew's Hall.
Miss Holt, leader. Subject, "Our Co
The Elite Cafe for ladies and gentle lonial Possessions."
men. First clan service and courteMrs. E. E. Dord and son left this
32tf.
ous treatment.
morning for their home In Interlock- We" handle all kinds of grain and en, N. Y. after spending several weeks 4Z
V. Trading Co., 603 N. Pe- with Roswell friends.
hayP.
37tf.
cos. Phone 412.
Whole Damm Family Show chang 11
Mrs. George Cazier went to Dexter es program daily expect Damm Fami
ly moving pictures strictly moral enlast night to attend the sick bed of tertainment.
Carnival grounds. 37tf
.
Mrs. A. K. Macy.
F. E. Patrick who has been here
For wear and permanent good looks for a week prospecting, left this morn
Peeler's shoes beat them all, at Peel? ing for his home near Houston, Tex
:
ers Shoe Store. '
3t3 as, to prepare to move to Kosweii.
R. F. Cruse returned this morn
C. H. Hon came up from Dayton ingMrs.
from
four month's visit at Paris
this morning to spend a couple of and othera points
in Texas. She was
,
days with friends.
accompanied on the trip by her chil
R. C. Trout came up from Pecos dren and sister. Miss Mable MCMinan
this morning to spend several days who will make her home with Mrs.
Cruse in Roswell.
with Roswell friends.
;

SPECIAL SALE

.

i-

corn-fe- d

uo Your

0
to
Or

Several thousand dollars to loan vJ
12 per cent on good real estate
or personal security. Inquire of P. 0
W. Dent, over First National Bank
Three Happy Children.
Gertrude, Louise and Mildred Joy-ne- r
are the three happiest children
in Roswell today. Their father gave
them a Shetland pony and cart this
morning and they were so delighted
with the present they could hardly
satisfy themselves enough to go to
EM Runs Politics
Into Fun.
school. The pony is about the small
"Yes," said the Hearst Social Demest in town, being about 30 inches ocrat, after he had made his argument for free trade and free silver.
high.
"I notice you rich Republicans are
o
always talking about Labor and CapMarried Saturday Evening.
you make
labor and capital,
George C. Hinson, son of Rev. Geo. ital
sick."
Hinson, until recently rector of the me"Now,
what do you mean by labor
Episcopal church here, and Miss Aucapital?"
gusta B. Stieadman, sdster of Mrs. and"Why,
I'll explain it to you, my
Essie Malloy, were quietly married at friend," s?id
the college "president,
eight o'clock Saturday evening at
you will understand it.
the home of the groom, the groom's "so"When
Republican lends a Demfather performing the ceremony. On- ocrat fiftya dollars,
that is capital."
ly the groom's immediate family was
"Yes. and these rich Republicans
present and after the ceremony the
it to lend."
.couple went to their new home at the have always got gets
"But
when
he
it back again
corner of First street and Missouri
labor."
avenue, where the groom had pre- that's
Democrat,
"O, so." said the
as he
pared a pretty cottage for their recep- wound
im his Waterbury watch.tion. It was a very quiet affair, the Eli Perkins.
couple not wishing for any show or
Eli will be in Roswell Dei: 15.
ostentation, but they have the best
o
wishes of a host of friends in Roswell
Suit on Protested Ch ck.
for they are recognized as two of Ros
The First National Bank of Roswell's best and most
substantial well
has filed suit in disti ict court
young people.
against J. W. Brown, in a tachment
o
for a check that was giv m on an
THE WOOL MARKET
Austin, Texas, bank and was allowed
FIRM, THOUGH DULL. to be protested. It is alleged; that the
Boston, Mass., Dec. 5. The wool check remains unpaid and jthat the
market is firm, though dull. Many of costs now amount to $49.83. R. E.
the smaller mills have been interes- Lund is plaintiff's attorney.
ted in the market. The trading has
been upon a small basis. Contracting
for next year's clip appears to be THIRTEEN LIVES LOST
IN STEAMER WRECK
well in abeyance, the eastern dealers
N. S., Dec. 5. Thirteen
Halifax,
feeling that it would be unwise to
stock ahead at the prices now asked lives were lost in the wreck of the
steamer Lunberg, which wett ashore
by growers. Fleeces are in little
vesterday off Ampost harbor, Magda
len Island. A dispatch to that effect
It makes mo difference how lor.g was received today. The stfamer car
you have been sick, if you are troub- ried a crew of fifteen, antl probably
led with indigestion, constipation, li- some passengers.
ver and kidney troubles, Hollister's
Mrs. G. B. Fant went to Carlsbad
Rocky Mountain Tea will make you
well. 35 cents. Roswell Drug and on the train to join heri husband
last night who went thera overland.
Jewelry Co.

at

The Famous Window Model posing as a living
statue appears in our window each day during
this week from 10 to 12 a. m., and 4 to 6 p. m.

The Right Place
for the Correct
Style at the Proper Prices.

two-year-ol- d,

i
tti

4e

DIAFFA

1

One

g

grunter was butchered that weighed
624 pounds dressed. Five others were
killed, the six having an average
"
weight of 350 pounds.

PRICES

$9.00 $7.50

$12.50 $10.00

made.

&

i

L. F. D. Farm.

They have had a
time
at the L. F. D. ranch the past few
days, and some good records were

FORMER PRICES

ONE-HAL- F

at

0

I

We don't believe in hollering, but these
Winter Suits and Overcoats will wait for
j
no man, at present the prices.
We are afraid you won't get yourjshare.
Jietter get in while there is a cna ice.
Maybe you'll find your size aming the
highest priced ones.
Take vour nick now before vou are shut
out.
Thft salft includes all the best suits and
Overcoats we have left.
How do these prices strike you?

fixy

tfm

1

A. O. Milice,

5

1111
I
J

V

'

$5.00 Off on Every SuYj and
Overcoat in the House: : :

-
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COPTHOTTRonr

NOTARY.

TEXAS BLOCK.

BOOM 8
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THE HOUSE OF KUPPENHHMEB

PHONE S75.
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